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A. SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION OF IDIOMS AND SENTENCES

CONTAINING THEM

1. Two Types of Idioms

In the present report we examine the semantics of idioms in natural languages. We

show how a class of idioms may be treated in terms of the recently developed conception

of the semantic component of a linguistic description. -4 Familiarity with this concep-

tion is assumed throughout.

The essential feature of an idiom is that its full meaning, and more generally the

meaning of any sentence containing an idiomatic stretch, is not a compositional function

of the meanings of the idiom's elementary grammatical parts. For example, the meaning

of the idiom kicked the bucket cannot be regarded as a compositional function of the

meanings kick, ed, the, bucket, regardless of the syntactic structure attributed to kicked

the bucket by the structural descriptions of the sentences in which it appears. Hence

the projection rules that a semantic theory provides to obtain the meaning of compound

expressions and sentences as a compositional function of the meanings of their elemen-

tary parts cannot obtain the idiomatic meaning of an idiomatic stretch from the meanings

of the syntactically atomic parts of that stretch. Therefore, the fact that no projection

rules at all are employed in obtaining semantic interpretations for whole idiomatic

stretches is the formal representation that a semantic component gives of the idiomatic

status of such stretches.

Before showing the manner in which a semantic theory can provide such semantic

interpretations for idiomatic stretches, it is necessary to differentiate two sorts of

things that are traditionally referred to as idioms. The characterization of an idiom

as any concatenation of two or more morphemes whose compound meaning is not com-

positionaily derived from the meanings of the concatenated morphemes does not differ-

entiate those idioms that are syntactically dominated by one of the lowest level syntactic

categories, i.e., noun, verb, adjective, etc., from those whose syntactic structure is

such that no single lowest level syntactic category dominates them. Let us call the
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former type 'lexical idioms', the latter 'phrase idioms'. We shall be concerned pri-

marily with the latter type.

The syntactic component of a linguistic description contains two parts, a set of syn-

tactic rules and a lexicon. The lexicon contains all of the lexical morphemes. The

grammatical morphemes are all introduced by the syntactic rules. These rules gener-

ate derivations whose final lines contain not lexical items but particular grammatically

marked positions in which lexical items may be placed. There is then a substitution

condition that permits lexical items from the lexicon to be substituted into derivations

provided that the grammatical markings of the lexical item are compatible with those

of the grammatical position into which it is substituted. Most of the entries in the lexi-

con will presumably be single morphemes, e.g., book, run, hate, big, etc., but a signi-

icant number will be compounds of two or more morphemes, e.g., tele+phone, bari+tone,

etc. These are the entries for lexical idioms. They are marked as idioms by virtue

of the fact that in the dictionary of the semantic component (not identical with the lexicon

of the syntactic component) these sequences of two or more morphemes are directly

assigned readings that represent their senses. These readings are not the result of pro-

jection rules amalgamating readings for individual morphemes listed separately in the

dictionary.

It might be maintained that phrase idioms should also be handled simply by listing

each of them as a single lexical item and assigning each a set of readings. This would

mean eliminating the distinction between lexical and phrase idioms by also treating the

latter in the lexicon as representatives of the lowest level syntactic categories. It would

mean that an expression such as kicked the bucket in its idiomatic meaning of 'died'

would be regarded as a compound intransitive verb. However, it is easy to show that not

all idioms can be regarded as lexical idioms. This follows because there is a large class

of idioms, like kicked the bucket, which have a compositional meaning, as well as an

idiomatic one. These cannot be regarded as compound lexical items on a par with

tele+phone, bari+tone, etc., because listing elements like kicked the bucket in the ordi-

nary lexicon unnecessarily complicates both the syntactic and phonological components

of a linguistic description. First, for every case of an idiomatic stretch x which also

has a compositional meaning, regarding x as a lexical idiom requires that a new entry

be added to the syntactic lexicon (e.g., intransitive verb = kicked the bucket). This addi-

tion is quite unnecessary, however, because the syntactic component must already gener-

ate x with its atomic parts as lexicon entries in order to provide the formal structure

that bears the compositional meaning. Second, the phonological component operates

on the syntactic structure of a sentence to assign it a phonetic shape.5-7 Thus, in English
the rules that assign stress patterns to sentences operate on the final derived phrase

markers of these sentences. But in the case of idiomatic stretches like kicked the bucket

both an occurrence with idiomatic meaning and one with compositional meaning have the
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same stress pattern. Therefore all instances of both types of occurrence must have the

same syntactic description. Kicked the bucket cannot have in one case the structure

Intransitive Verb and in another the structure Verb + Noun Phrase. This latter treat-

ment, if carried out consistently for all such cases, would lead to enormous complica-

tions of the phonological component.

Thus elementary considerations of grammatical simplicity suffice to show that at

least some phrase idioms cannot be treated as lexical idioms, i. e., as members of one

or another of the lowest level syntactic categories. Instead, at least the members of

the class of idioms whose occurrences also have compositional meanings must receive

the ordinary syntactic structure assigned to occurrences of the stretches with composi-

tional meanings.

The previous considerations establish the fact that the semantic interpretation of

sentences containing idiomatic stretches with compositional parallels will have to both

account for the idiomatic meaning and mark the semantic ambiguity between this and

the compositional meaning. A sentence such as

(1) the old lady kicked the bucket

must be assigned two readings, one of which attributes to it the meaning 'the old lady

struck the bucket with her foot', while the other attributes to it the meaning 'the old lady

died'. Moreover, the semantic interpretations of sentences containing phrase idioms

will have to be properly related to the semantic interpretations of other sentences. Thus

sentence (1) must be marked as a paraphrase (on a reading) of the old lady died; the

sentence

(2) the man who has been dead for a week just kicked the bucket

must be marked as semantically anomalous on both of its readings, although for different

reasons on each, etc.

2. Phrase Idioms

In order for the semantic component to handle phrase idioms properly, it is neces-

sary to broaden the conception of the dictionary subpart of a semantic component pre-

sented in previous discussions of semantic theory. 1 - 4 In addition to having entries for

unitary and compound lexical items, the semantic dictionary must also contain entries

for the phrase idioms of the language, each such entry associating with its idiomatic

stretch a set of readings to represent the sense of that stretch. The dictionary should

now be thought of as having two parts, a lexical-item part and a phrase-idiom part.

Entries in the latter part will have the form: first, a particular string of morphemes,

the idiomatic stretch; next, some associated constituent that must dominate the idiomatic

stretch in the phrase markers that are to be assigned the semantic information
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associated with the pair of the idiomatic stretch and its dominating constituent, and,
finally, this semantic information itself.

Access to the semantic information in the two subparts of the dictionary is obtained
by different methods of assigning sets of readings associated with dictionary entries to
the minimal semantic elements in the underlying phrase markers of sentences. In the
case of minimal semantic elements that are lexical items, i. e., single morphemes or
lexical idioms, the method of assigning readings is the following: Given such a minimal
element e in an underlying phrase marker M, assign to e in M all and only the readings
from e's dictionary entry which are compatible with the syntactic structure of e in

8
M. This method thus associates sets of readings with the lowest level or terminal ele-
ments of underlying phrase markers. In the case of minimal semantic elements that
are not lexical items, i. e., phrase idioms, the method of assigning readings is the
following: Given a string of morphemes t that is dominated by the constituent C in the
underlying phrase marker M, assign to the set of readings associated with C in M those
readings from the dictionary entry for t that have the form t -C -- X, where X is the
representation of the meaning of t provided by the dictionary of the semantic theory.
This method thus assigns readings to higher level constituents in underlying phrase

markers, not to terminal symbols. For example, in the case of the idiomatic stretch
kicked the bucket, which has as part of its phrase-idiom dictionary entry the dominating
constituent MV, the reading representing 'die' is associated not with any of the mor-
phemes composing this stretch, but rather with the constituent MV that dominates

occurrences of kick the bucket in underlying phrase markers. Note that it is this fea-
ture of assigning readings representing the meanings of phrase idioms directly to higher
level constituents which is the aspect of the semantic theory's treatment of idioms which
represents the fact that their meaning cannot be broken up into components and these
parcelled out to the morphemes that make up the idiomatic stretch.

Of course, once readings have been supplied for all idioms in a sentence, the pro-
jection rules of semantic theory operate in the normal fashion, amalgamating readings
drawn from sets of readings associated with constituents to form derived readings to
be assigned to the constituent dominating them. A pair of readings, one or both of which
is a reading for an idiom, amalgamate in exactly the same manner as readings that are
not readings for idiomatic stretches.

Given this approach to the problems of idioms, linguistic theory provides an expli-
cation of the difference between sentences whose meaning is wholly a compositional
function of the meanings of its lexical items and sentences whose meanings are at least
in part determined idiomatically (i.e., by phrase idioms). The meaning of a sentence
is idiomatically determined if and only if its semantic interpretation is assigned partly
on the basis of information obtained from the phrase-idiom part of the semantic dic-
tionary. The phrase idioms of a language are just those expressions listed in the
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phrase-idiom part of the dictionary of the semantic component of the optimum linguistic

description of that language.

3. Further Justification for Our Approach

Our approach to phrase idioms is, of course, justified to a great extent by the consid-

erations that originally motivated it, i.e., by the fact that for a large class of idioms,

namely those with compositional parallels, it eliminates the otherwise required ad hoc

additions and unnecessary complications to the syntactic and phonological components.

But there are other more subtle justifications. These in turn can also serve to further

justify some quite independently motivated features of the syntactic component, and by

doing so further justify our approach to phrase idioms.

Consider the following sentences:

(3) John kicked the bucket

(4) the bucket was kicked by John

Clearly sentence (3) is semantically ambiguous. Thus, the semantic component must

mark this ambiguity and assign to its terms the readings 'John died' and 'John struck

the bucket with his foot'. We have explained the manner in which an extension of the

dictionary component, in combination with the ordinary projection rule apparatus, can

accomplish this. But the semantic theory must also account for the fact that sentence (4)

is definitely unambiguous and is a paraphrase of sentence (3) on the latter reading

but not on the former. Sentence (4) is, of course, 'the passive of' sentence (3). In ear-

lier transformational descriptions of English it was assumed that sentences like (4) were

derived by the action of the passive transformation on the identical phrase marker that

underlies sentence (3). Corresponding actives and passives would thus always have

identical underlying phrase markers. More recently, however, it has been suggested

by Klima 9 that passive sentences have a different underlying phrase marker from active

sentences, one that contains a Manner Adverbial constituent represented terminally by

a passive morpheme. The passive transformation then substitutes by plus the subject

NP of this underlying phrase marker for this passive morpheme, places the object NP

where the subject originally was, and adds certain elements to the Auxiliary constituent.

This treatment is dictated syntactically by formal considerations within the theory of

transformational grammar, chiefly those having to do with the automatic assignment

of derived constituent structure by simple, general, mechanical conditions. It also

helps to account for certain selectional restrictions on passive constructions, in partic-

ular the fact that verbs that do not occur with Manner Adverbials do not have passive

forms. The question naturally arises whether or not any external, in particular, any

semantic, justification can be found for this way of treating the passive.

Consider again sentences (3) and (4). Taken together, the treatment of the passive
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by means of a passive morpheme in underlying phrase markers and the conception of

idioms presented above suffice to explain why sentence (3) but not sentence (4) is ambig-

uous. For note that the entry for kick the bucket in the phrase-idiom component of the

semantic dictionary will be of the form: kick+the+bucket - MV - reading that represents

the meaning 'die'. That is, in an underlying phrase marker in which the constituent MV

dominates kick the bucket, the reading for 'die' is associated with MV. The underlying

phrase marker for sentence (3) is

S

N VP

Aux MV

Tense Verb NP

John past kick the bucket

Diagram 1

This phrase marker is such that the conditions for access to semantic information in

the phrase-idiom part of the semantic dictionary is met for the stretch kick the bucket,

and hence the reading for 'die' is assigned to the constituent MV. But the underlying

phrase marker for sentence (4), under the new treatment suggested by Klima, is

S

NP VP

Aux MV

Ve b NP Manner Adverbial

Tense

John pas t kick the bucket Passive

Diagram 2

But here the constituent MV does not dominate the string of morphemes kick+the+bucket

as required by the syntactic part of the entry in the dictionary for the phrase idiom

kick the bucket, but rather MV dominates kick+the+bucket+Passive. Hence the reading

for 'die' cannot be assigned to MV in this phrase marker and thus the sentence that
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Diagram 2 underlies, namely (4), is unambiguous although the active that has

Diagram 1 as its underlying phrase marker is semantically ambiguous. We thus

have the striking result that the treatment of the passive suggested by Klima and the

present treatment of phrase idioms automatically explain the fact that the idiomatic

meaning of kick the bucket is not found in the passive forms that correspond to this VP.

This serves to justify both our treatment of idioms and Klima's syntactic description

of the passive. 1 0

Note, incidentally, that the lack of ambiguity of sentence (4) cannot be accounted

for by claiming that idiomatic meanings are not carried over by transformations. Both

sentences (5) and (6) are semantically ambiguous, having one sense that is due to a

phrase idiom, and yet one is the result of the question transformation, the other of the

imperative transformation:

(5) did John kick the bucket ?

(6) kick the bucket!

4. Syntactically Deviant Idioms

Our treatment of idioms leaves open the question of how a linguistic description is

to handle idioms that are not syntactically well formed. Because the idiom kick the

bucket is syntactically well formed, the syntactic component generates sentences con-

taining occurrences of this idiom and the semantic component can assign them the

readings found in their entries in the phrase-idiom part of the dictionary. But idioms

that are not syntactically well formed, such as beat about the bush, will not appear as

constituents of sentences that are generated by the syntactic component. If these idioms

did appear in strings that are generated by the syntactic component, this component

would not be empirically adequate because its output would contain some ungrammatical

strings. Thus, there will be no occurrences of syntactically deviant idioms available

for the normal process of semantic interpretation.

A suggestion of Chomsky offers a way of handling these idioms within the framework

of the present paper.11 He pointed out that sentences containing such idioms can be

generated by the device that gives a syntactic description of the semisentences of the

language.12 This being so, if there is in the phrase-idiom part of the dictionary a sec-

tion containing entries for these syntactically deviant phrase idioms, then these entries

can be assigned to occurrences of such idioms in semisentences - so long as some

provision is made for the semantic interpretation of semisentences.13

J. J. Katz, P. M. Postal
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B. STRESS AND PITCH IN THE SERBO-CROATIAN VERB

The stressed syllable in a Serbo-Croatian word can have either rising or falling
accentuation. The occurrence of rising and falling accentuation is-restricted as follows:

(a) Falling accentuation is possible only on the first syllable of a word; and
(b) Rising accentuation is possible only in words of two or more syllables and can

occur on any syllable except the last (thus, in particular, monosyllables can have only
falling accentuation).

Suppose that a syllable is called high-pitched if it starts on a high pitch and low-
pitched if it starts on a low pitch. Then every word has exactly one high-pitched syl-
lable: if the word has falling accentuation, then the stressed syllable (i.e., the first
syllable) is high-pitched, and if it has rising accentuation, then the syllable following
the stressed syllable is high-pitched. Thus the location and type (rising or falling) of
stress can be predicted from the location of high pitch. Moreover, high pitch can occur
on any syllable of the word. 1
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Serbo-Croatian verbs are of two types: thematic and athematic. Thematic verbs

are those that have a verbalizing suffix, for example, igrati = igr + aj + ti, where /aj/

is the verbalizing suffix. Athematic verbs are those that have no verbalizing suffix, for

example, tresti = tres + ti. I assume that the infinitive and present tense forms of the-

matic verbs have the following immediate constituent structure:

infinitive: + verbalizing infinitiveinfi(tive: stem + + gsuffix ending

example: igrati = ((igr + aj) + ti)

present tense: (( verbalizing present + personal
present tense: stem + suffix theme ending

suffix theme ending

example: igram = ((igr + aj + a) + m)

There are two types of thematic verbs: those that have the same stress in the infini-

tive and all forms of the present tense, and those that undergo what Schooneveld 2 calls

the "cardinal intonational alternation." Schooneveld defines the cardinal alternation as

an alternation between a "rising non-initial penultimate syllable in the infinitive and a

rising accent on the preceding syllable in the truncated forms of the present or (if the

penultimate syllable is at the same time the initial syllable), between a rising initial-

penultimate syllable and a falling initial-penultimate syllable". Examples3

V_
Infinitive vencavati igrati

V_
1st sg. vencavam igr5m

Schooneveld speaks as if there were two separate alternations going on here: one a shift

of rising intonation, the other an alternation between rising and falling intonation. How-

ever, if high pitch rather than stress is marked in the examples above, it will be noted

that in both cases all that happens is that the high pitch is shifted one syllable to the left:

ve i
vencavati igrati

vencavam igram

(the raised dot denotes high pitch).

The infinitive and present tense forms of a typical verb that undergoes the cardinal

alternation are

phonetic form underlying form

infinitive igrati = igrati ((igr + aj) + ti)

1st sg. igram = igram ((igr + aj + a) +m)
-V V

2nd sg. Igras = igras ((igr + aj + a) + s)

3rd sg. igra = igra ((igr +aj +H) +)

1st pl. igr-mo = igramo ((igr +aj + a) + mo)

2nd pl. igrate = igr-te ((igr + aj + a) + te)

3rd pl. igraju = igraju ((igr + aj +a) +u)
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The verbalizing suffix /aj/ is deleted in all present tense forms except the 3rd pl.

by rules that will be formulated later; note that in these forms the stem vowel is high-
pitched. In the infinitive and the 3rd plural, in which the verbalizing suffix is not
deleted, the verbalizing suffix is high-pitched. 4 These facts can be accounted for by
saying that the underlying forms of these words have a high-pitched verbalizing suffix

and that if the verbalizing suffix is deleted, the high pitch is shifted from it onto the pre-
ceding syllable. The appropriate rules for deleting the verbalizing suffix in the five
present tense forms in which it is dropped and for deleting the theme vowel a in the 3rd
person plural seem to be a rule that deletes /j/ between like vowels followed by either

a consonant or a word boundary, and a rule that deletes the first of a sequence of two
vowels. I thus formulate the rules:

+ voc + voc
cns - cns

3. j in env a grv + a grv
Sflt p flt
dif y dif

4. V V in env C VV
0

5. V in env V

These rules will be assumed to be part of a cycle, i.e., the rules are to be applied first
to the innermost immediate constituents, then to the next innermost constituents, etc.

These rules will correctly generate the relevant forms of thematic verbs with cardi-
nal alternation. How then should thematic verbs with fixed stress be handled? For verbs
such as videti/vidim, the solution is obvious: the /i/ of the stem is marked high-pitched.

Since rule 4 can only affect verbs with a high-pitched verbalizing suffix, the high pitch
would remain on the /i/ throughout the entire paradigm.

However, there are also verbs such as citati/citam represented in my system as
V. . V V / !
citati/citam. If the underlying form for citati were marked with a high pitch on the /a/,
the incorrect form *citam = *citam would be obtained, since rule 4 would automatically
shift the high pitch onto the first syllable. The solution that I propose is to treat the

v
underlying forms for the paradigm of citati as having no high-pitched syllables whatever
and having a rule that marks the last syllable as high-pitched if none of the preceding
syllables are high-pitched:

7. V V in env (X ), where X contains no V. 5

V V
For the rule to yield the correct forms citati and citam, it will be necessary to have
the rule apply as part of the cycle. If the rule were not in the cycle, it of course

V
would give the incorrect form *citati = *citati. However, if the rule is put in the cycle,
it operates as follows:
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infinitive

((Cit + aj) +ti) ((vit + aj + a) +m) ((cit + aj + a) +_)

first pass rules 3-5 no effect no effect no effect
through t v" v
cycle rule 7 cit + aj cit + aj + a cit + aj + T

(cit +aj + ti) (cit +aj + a +m) (cit + aj + a +u)

V

second rule 3 no effect cit + a + a + m no effect

pass rule 4 no effect no effect cit + aj + a + u
through v *v

cycle rule 5 no effect cit + a + m cit + aj + 1

rule 7 no effect no effect no effect

and thus gives high pitch on the correct syllables.

An alternation between plain and palatalized or palatal consonants, known as transi-

tive softening or jotovanje, takes place in Serbo-Croatian. I am at the moment unpre-

pared to state the exact environment in which it takes place, other than to state the

general shape of the rule: the change occurs when a consonant is followed by two vowels

that satisfy some condition that I see no way of stating other than to list the combinations

of vowels before which the change occurs. It occurs, for example, in the present tense

of brisati: ((bris +a +e) +m) -brisem. In any event, the simplest way to treat the phe-

nomenon probably will be to say that a /j/ is inserted before the appropriate combina-
v / v

tion of vowels and that by later rules kj -c, tj - , sj -s, etc. Stating the rule in terms

of the insertion of a /j/ allows an elegant treatment of the ova/uj alternation. Suppose

that /v/ and /j/ are represented in the dictionary forms by /u/ and /i/ (which can be

done, since the former segments occur only in postvocalic and initial prevocalic posi-

tion). Thus the rules will have to contain somewhere a rule that states that high vowels

become glides in postvocalic or initial prevocalic position. Suppose that kupovati is

represented as ((kup +ou + a)+ ti). The rule justmentioned will convert the /u/ into /v/

(actually, into /w/, which later becomes /v/), yielding kupovati. The present tense

form kupujem has the expected underlying form ((kup+ ou +a +e)+m). Since a + e is one

of the vowel combinations before which transitive softening takes place, the latter form

would be converted into ((kup +ouj +a+ ) + m). If this all precedes rule 5, that rule will

delete vowels followed by vowels and yield ((kup+uj +-) +m), i.e., the correct form.

The transitive softening rule would have to precede the rule for converting /u, i/ into

/v, j/, since otherwise it would apply to the /ou/ in the present tense form and yield the

incorrect form *kupovj-m -*kupovlj-m. I shall assume that these two rules are part

of the cycle. Thus rules 3-5 will be preceded by the rules

1. /j/ is inserted in env + V + V, subject to some condition on the V's
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2. ns- [ voc] in env V

I maintain that the rules given thus far are sufficient to account for the stress shifts in
all six classes of thematic verbs given by Meillet and Vaillant. 6

There are several verbs that Meillet does not include in his six types but that behave

like those treated above. Consider, for example, the verbs

Infinitive mleti brati klati

1st sg. meljem berem koljem

Suppose that base forms mel + e, ber + a, and kol + a are assumed. The 1st sg. will
then have the underlying forms ((mel + e + e) +m), ((ber + a +-) + m), and ((kol + a +e) + m).

In the first pass through the cycle, transitive softening will occur, the high pitch will

be shifted one syllable to the left, and the verbalizing suffix will be eliminated, yielding
melj + e + m, berj + e+ m, and k5lj + e + m. On the second pass through the cycle,
none of the rules apply. These are the correct forms for mleti and klati, and in the
case of brati, the correct form is obtained by a later rule by which rj -r (/rj/ never
occurs in Serbo-Croatian, having coalesced with /r/). The infinitive will have the
underlying forms ((mel + )+ ti), ((ber +a) +ti), and ((kol + a) +ti). None of the rules in
the cycle apply, so that the forms meleti, kolati, and berati, i.e., *meleti, *berati, and
*kolati, would be obtained. However, if the grammar were provided with a rule that

deleted low-pitched /e/ and /o/ in CVL stems, what would remain after the application

of that rule is ml + e + ti, br + A + ti, and kl + a + ti, i.e., the correct forms. The

incorporation of such a rule into the grammar appears to do no harm, since, as far as
I can determine, all Ce L stems work like this.

Consider now verbs with prefixes. In the thematic verbs of the six types that Meillet
recognizes, a prefix does not affect the location of high pitch:

stress notation high-pitch notation

gr/diti gradim graditi gradim

razgr5diti razgradim razgriditi razgradim

The stressed prefix in the present tense of these verbs is thus not a case of stress shift
(as it is traditionally described), since the high pitch is on the same syllable regardless

of whether or not there is a prefix.

However, the prefix does become high-pitched in the following verb:

zreti zrem (= zreti zrem)

obazreti obazrFm (=obazreti obazrm)

I will disregard for the moment what happens to the stress and concentrate on
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the segmental phonemes. The obvious underlying form for zreti/zrem is zr + ej (i.e.,

a nonsyllabic stem). The present tense form zrem arises from ((zr + ej + e) +m) by the

truncation rules 3 and 5. However, it will be noted that this solution automatically pro-

duces the correct stress as well: given the underlying form ((oba + zr + ej + e) + m), rule 4

would shift the high pitch from the /e/ of the stem onto the /a/ of the prefix, and the

correct form (oba + zr + e-+m) would be obtained.

There are a large number of other verbs besides zreti in which the prefix becomes

high-pitched in the present tense, for example,

Infinitive dobiti umreti prositi naditi popEti

dobij-m umrem prospem nadmem popnem

A further peculiarity of these verbs is that in the prefixless verbs (or at least, those

that exist: many of the stems in question only occur with prefixes) the high pitch in the

infinitive is on a different syllable than when there is a prefix (recall that with all verbs

treated thus far, even zreti, the high pitch has always been on the same syllable in the

infinitive regardless of whether or not there was a prefix). Example: mreti but umriti

(i.e., mreti but umreti).

Suppose that the stems mr, sp, dm, pn, etc., are regarded as ending in a high-

pitched segment (which in this case will be a consonant) and that the stress shift rule

is modified so as only to require a high pitch (not necessarily a high-pitched vowel) in

its environment:

4'. V " V in env C [+ high pitch] + V.

Then whenever one of the stems mr, sp, dm, pn is followed by a vocalic ending, rule 4'

will move the high pitch onto the prefix if there is one. This can also be made to work

for biti by representing it with a high-pitched /j/ if rule 4' is modified still further so

as to allow an optional vowel between the C o and the high-pitched segment. However,

the rule still would work correctly after the modification, since verbs of the biti type

are the only words in which a vowel would ever be followed immediately by a high-

pitched segment.

To generate the infinitives of verbs with consonantal stems, a rule will be needed

which inserts a vowel before the infinitive ending and (in the case of stems ending in a

true consonant) deletes the stem-final consonant (however, stem-final liquids are

retained. To obtain the correct stress, it is necessary that this rule be in the cycle,

specifically, between rules 5 and 7, and that rule 7 be modified so that it will not apply

to the prefixless infinitives on the first cycle. The obvious modification is to require

the constituent to which rule 7 is applying to consist of at least two morphemes, i.e.,

to say that a vowel becomes stressed in the environment (X + Y ), where X and

Y contain no V. The infinitives mreti and umreti are generated as follows (using 6
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to denote the rule for modifying nonsyllabic stems):

((mi) + ti) ((u + mi) + ti)

1-5 no effect no effectfirst pass
through 6 mre u + mre
cycle 7 no effect u + mre

(mre-+ ti) (u + me + ti)
second
pass 1-6 no effect no effect

through 7 mi e + ti no effect
cycle

Final result: mreti, umreti.

Athematic verbs can be either nonsyllabic or monosyllabic. The rules formulated
thus far generate correctly the relevant forms of all nonsyllabic athematic verbs. Let
me now turn to the monosyllabic ones. Monosyllabic athematic verbs fall into three
classes:

1) those that have rising intonation in the infinitive and all present tense forms:
tresti/trsm.

2) those that have a short falling pitch in the infinitive but a long rising pitch in the
present tense: gristi/grizem, and

3) three verbs leci, reci, and moci, which have a rising pitch in the infinitive but
a falling pitch in the present tense.

I see no alternative to simply treating type (3) as exceptions.
The obvious solution for type (1) is to represent the stems as having no high pitch.

The rule 7 would put the high pitch on the -ti of the infinitive and the theme vowel e of
the present tense. This gives the correct answer for all forms except one, namely the
3rd person plural. The expected underlying form ((tres + e) +u) for the third person
plural tresu of tresti would come out of the first pass through the cycle with a high pitch
on the e. On the second pass, rule 4 would shift the high pitch to the preceding syl-
lable, rule 5 would delete the e, and the incorrect form *tresu would be obtained. The
only solutions that I can think of to this difficulty are all somewhat ad hoc, and all are
essentially equivalent to saying that the present tense does not have the IC structure
((stem + theme) + person) but rather (stem + theme + person). If such a structure is
assumed, then the relevant forms will go only once through the cycle, and rule 7 will
put the high pitch on the final vowel; in particular, in the 3rd person plural, it will put
the high pitch on the u. However, I am unable to find any independent justification for
assuming that athematic verbs have a different IC structure from thematic verbs.

Verbs of group (2) will undoubtedly require some special rule, since I know of no
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process of vowel shortening or lengthening or stress shift of which they could be con-

sidered a special case (note that in verbs of group (2) the stress shift is in the opposite

direction from that in cardinally alternating thematic verbs). The simplest ad hoc rule

that I can think of for this alternation is a rule that makes a high-pitched vowel long

and low-pitched in a monosyllabic stem followed by a vowel. That would involve repre-

senting type (2) stems as having a short high-pitched vowel, which is possible, since

there are no other monosyllabic athematic verbs which there would be any reason to

represent with a high-pitched vowel.

The order of application of the rules arrived at above is the following:

1. Insert /j/ in env + V + V, subject to some condition on the V's.

2. + difcns - [-vos] in env V

+ voc + voc
- cns - cns rCl3. /j/ - in env a gr a gr

p fit P fit
y dif ydif

4. V - V in env C (V) [+ high pitch] + V

5. V - in env V

6. Modification of nonsyllabic stems before the infinitive ending (an iu or e is added

after the stem; if the stem ends in a true consonant, the latter is deleted).

7. V - V in env (X + Y ), where X and Y contain no V.

J. D. McCawley

References
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3. Instead of the traditional notation, I will use the more suggestive notation of
marking rising and falling intonation by, and \ , respectively, beneath the vowel. My
notation and the traditional notation are related as follows:

my traditional
notation notation

short rising a a

long rising a a

short falling a a

long falling a a

The notation used here is a variant of that used in H. G. Lunt, On the study of Slavic-
accentuation, WORD 19, 82-99 (1963).
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4. It is interesting to note that in Russian the basic stress moving rule calls for
stress to be shifted when a stressed vowel is deleted, much like this rule. However, in
Russian the direction of shift is the opposite, namely to the right rather than to the left.

5. The parentheses denote the beginning and end of the constituent to which the rule
is applying.

6. A. Meillet and A. Vaillant, Grammaire de la Langue Serbo-Croate (Champion,
Paris, 2d edition, 1952).

C. SOME LANGUAGES THAT ARE NOT CONTEXT-FREE

In many frameworks for describing the grammar of natural languages it has been

assumed, implicitly or explicitly, that the grammar will assume the form of what

Chomsky 1 - 3 has termed "context-free grammar." We shall consider a subpart of

English (and many other natural languages) which is demonstrably not context-free.

Consider the English cardinal numbers. There are an infinite number of them, and

each is of the form

N T n (, N T n - ) ... (, N T) (, N) (1)

where the comma indicates a comma intonation, the parentheses indicate that the

enclosed elements are optional, T n abbreviates n occurrences of thousand, and N indi-

cates a number between 1 and 999. Here, million is interpreted as thousand thousand,

billion as thousand thousand thousand, etc. A closely related analysis of the cardinal

numbers treats each of them in a full form

N T n , N Tn-1 NT, N (2)

where N now indicates a number between 0 and 999. The expression of cardinal numbers

in terms of powers of 10 is also of this form, with the comma indicating a comma into-

nation followed by plus, T abbreviating times ten, and N indicating a number between

0 and 9.

The set of cardinal numbers is of particular interest in a discussion of the form of

grammar, since this set is the clearest example of an infinite subpart of natural lan-

guages. In the theory of transformational grammars, for example, there is some

question as to whether the phrase-structure component of the grammar should generate

a finite or infinite set of strings. It is interesting to note that there are quite natural

ways of generating the cardinal numbers by means of transformations - in fact, there

is a fairly simple set of transformations that generate the cardinal numbers in order.

To investigate whether the set of all English cardinals is CF (context-free) or not,

we consider the following sets of strings:

P = (x x = bn(ab n - l ) ... (ab 2 ) (ab), where n = 1, 2, 3, ..
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C = I xx = bnab n - 1 a ... ab 2ab, where n = 1, 2, 3, ... }

It is clear that P is CF if and only if the set of all strings of form (1) is CF, and that

C is CF if and only if the set of all strings of form (2) is CF. Along with P, we con-

sider the sets P.
1

n. n. n:x I babi i-i 0 <n
P x xb ab a ... ab , where 1n < n < . < n.
iL o 1 1

and no = 1, 2,3, ... }, i = 0, 1, 2,

Note that P = U P.. Along with C, we consider the sets C..
i>0 1

= bnab+i-n
C i {x bn+x abn+i= -la ... abn, where n = 1, 2, 3, ... ),

i = 0, 1, 2, .

It is easy to show that Co ( Po), C1 , and Pl are CF.

We assume that any CF grammar G is such that each symbol in the vocabulary of

G occurs in some S-derivation and is such that any S-derivation can be terminated by

a finite number of applications of the rules of G. It can be shown that these two well-

formedness conditions have no effect upon the set of all CF languages. Moreover, it

is easy to show that any infinite CF language has a subset of the form F:

zx ty w for m = 1, 2, 3, ...

where z, x, t, y, and w are fixed strings, t is non-null, and either x or y is non-null.

THEOREM 1: C. (i>2) and C are not CF.
1

PROOF 1: Suppose that C. is CF. Then C. has a subset of form F. That is,
1 1

n +i n
zx ty w = b ma ... ab m

so that z = bu and w = b , where u and v are fixed and greater than or equal to zero,

and so that there must be an a in either x, t or y. If there is an a in x or y, then
n +i n

there are at least m a's in zx mty mw. But there are only i a's in b ma ... ab m

By choosing m = i, we obtain a contradiction.

Hence, all of the a's must occur in t; that is,

n +i-1 n +i
t = ab m a ... ab m a for m = 1, 2, 3,

For i > 2, as m increases without limit, nm and hence the length of t also increase

without limit. But t must be fixed. From this contradiction, we see that C. (i>2) is
1

not CF.

The proof that C is not CF is similar; again, x and y must be free of a, so that
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n -1
t = abm a ... ab2 a for m = 1, 2, 3,

which is impossible, since t must be fixed.

The method of Proof 1 cannot succeed for Pi and P because Pi and P do have infinite

subsets of form F; for example, both Po and P 1 are subsets of P, and

{x x = bmab2 ab, where m = 3, 4, 5, ... }

is a subset of P2. In fact, each Pi (i>l) can be expressed as the union of an infinite

number of disjoint infinite sets, each of which is of form F. Then, since P is the union

of the P.'s, and the P.'s are disjoint, P can be similarly expressed.
1 1

In the following proof we assume that for each nonterminal symbol A in a CF gram-

mar G, there are infinitely many strings (hence, infinitely many terminal strings) that

are derivable from A. Otherwise, whenever there is a rule B -- 1 Ay 2 and only zl, ...

zn are derivable from A, then A can be eliminated from the grammar by replacing

the rule B - 1 A 2 by the rules B -l zi t2 for 1< i <n.

Suppose that there is a CF grammar G for which L(G) is either P or P. (i>2). We
1

make the following definitions: VI is the set containing b and every nonterminal symbol

A for which every terminal derivative (i. e., every derivative consisting entirely of ter-

minal symbols) of A consists entirely of b's; T is the set of all strings of symbols in

Vl; V 2 is the set consisting of every nonterminal symbol having at least one terminal

derivative containing at least one a; V 3 ( V 2 ) is the set consisting of every nontermi-

nal symbol having an infinite number of terminal derivatives containing two or more a's.

(a) In any S-derivative in G, no nonterminal symbol appears to the right of the sym-

bol a or to the right of a symbol in V 2 .
If there were such a nonterminal symbol, then there would be terminal S-derivatives

not in P or P.. Then
1

(b) If A -~ in G, then is of the form aBx, where a is null or a E T, B is null

or B E V 2 , and x is null or terminal.

(c) There is a rule of the form S -a1 B 1 in G, where a 1 and xl have the same

conditions as a and x, respectively, in (b), and B1 E V 3.
PROOF OF (c): Consider all rules S -. in G. By (b), 4 is of the form aBx. Sup-

pose that in every such rule, B is either null or has only a finite number of terminal

derivatives containing two or more a's. Therefore, the terminal derivatives from each
k k k

aBx are all of the form by or b ab y (for some k, k 1 , k 2 > 0), where y is one of

a finite number of fixed terminal strings. But then L(G) is properly included in P or

P. (ii>2). Then (c) follows from this contradiction.

Consider all of the rules B 1 - in G. Again by (b), is of the form aBx. Suppose

that in each such rule B is null or has only a finite number of terminal derivatives
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containing two or more a's. We can construct a CF grammar G I in the following way:

Replace the rules B I -- aBx in G by the rules S -alaBxx 1 and the rules B -aBx, where

B 1 is a new symbol, and replace any occurrence of B1 in the remaining rules by B 1.

Then L(G 1 ) = L(G), but there is no rule satisfying the conditions in (c). From the con-

tradiction, there must be a rule of the form B1 - a2B x2 in G, where B 2 E V 3.

We can treat B 2 as we have treated B l, so as to obtain a B 3 E V 3, etc. There are,

however, only a finite number of vocabulary symbols in G, so that either S > PSy=>

pnSyn for some P (null or in T), for some y (null or terminal), and for all n > 2; or

else S > PBmY yB> mzY pynBmz y, with appropriate conditions on p, y, z,

y, and n. Then x cannot be null, for if it were L(G) would be properly included in F

or Pi again. Nor can x = a, since there is no string in P or Pi with two adjacent a's.

Hence x contains at least one b. Now S and B m must both be in V 3 , so that they have

terminal derivatives containing at least two a's. But then there must be strings in L(G)

which are not in P or P. (i>2). That is, any CF grammar either is insufficient to gen-
1

erate P or Pi, or else generates strings not in P or P.. Therefore

THEOREM 2: P and P. (i>2) are not CF.
1

A. M. Zwicky, Jr.
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D. NASAL DIPHTHONGS IN RUSSIAN

We define a nasal diphthong as any F+voc] [+cns cluster in the
-cnsj [+nslJ

environment + . The existence of nasal diphthongs in Russian is

environmen
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shown in such forms as the following:

Phonetic Phonemic

(gfm+tl) 2

((gim+e)+tu)

(gfn+tl) 2

((gin+e)+tu)

(na+=+kfn+tl) 2

((na+=+kin+e)+tu)

(znom+en+o)

(znom+en+l)

(znam+4n+5)

to press, squeeze

he presses, squeezes

to reap

he reaps

to begin

he begins

banner (nom. sg.)

banner (gen. sg.)

banner (nom. pl.)

Forms such as those listed above are sufficient to prove the existence of morpho-

phonemic front nasal diphthongs in Russian. 3

It is commonly considered that in contemporary Russian there are no back nasal

diphthongs (except, perhaps, for the often quoted but entirely inconclusive forms [zvuk]
'sound' and [zvon] 'peal, ringing, chime'). In the Third Person Plural of verbs, how-
ever, we find a perfectly clear case for the existence not only of front nasal diphthongs

but of back nasal diphthongs as well.

If we specify the Third Plural morpheme as

3 +P1 - n + tu

then the phonemic transcription of some representative Third Plural verb forms will

be as follows:

Phonemic

((sId+e+[)+n+tu)

((gouor+1+)+n+tu)

((nes+e')+n+tu)

((znoi+e)+n+tu)

((gim+e)+n+tu)

English

they sit

they talk

they carry

they know

they press, squeeze

In order to derive the phonetic transcriptions from the phonemic representations

QPR No. 70

English

zat,

xm, t

at,

yn, at

nac, at,

nac,n, t

znam,a

znam, In,i

znam, ona

Phonetic

s,id, t

gavar,at

n, Isut

znajut

Vmt
zmut
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we require the following rules (note that the rules given below represent simply an exten-

sion and a slight reordering of the rules given in [RMCR]; we have ommited all [RMCR]

rules that play no part in the present report):

C-1 F-cns - [-vocalic]
+diff
-tns

C-2 V -

in env: V

in env:

C-3 Erase parentheses and return to C-1. If there are no more parentheses, then

proceed to P-1.

P-1 [+obst]
+cmp]

P-2 e -0 o

P-3 [+cons] - [

- [+str
-grvl

in env: -ens
L-grvj

in env: [+nasal][+cons] 4

+sharD] in env: F-c nsl
L-grv

[+grave]

[-grave]

in env: Fv [+nasal][+cons]
+voc
[-cns]

P-5 -voc
-obs

P-6

in env: + [+cons]

,5
+voc
-cns
+diff
-tns

P-7 w - v
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We apply these rules to some of the phonemic representations given above:

sidjat: ((sId+Z+I)+n+tu) -C-2- ((sId+f)+n+tu) -0-3-

(sld+f+n+tu) -'-3- sId+!+n+tu -P-3- s,jd,+!+n+tu

-P-4- s,jd,+o+n+tu -P-5- s,Id,+o+tu -'P-6-4 s,Id,

+o+t - s,id,at

govorjat: ((gouor+1+T)+n+tu) -C-1- ((gowor+1+T)+n+tu)

-C-2- ((gowor+T)+n+tu) -C-3- (gowor+l+n+tu) -C-3-

gowor+l+n+tu -P-3- gowor,+I+n+tu -P-4- gowor,+5+n+tu

-P-5- gowor,+o+tu -P-6- gowor,+o+t -P-7- govor,+5+t

gavar,at

nesut: ((nes+e)+n+tu) -0-3- (nes+S+n+tu) -0-3- nes+e

+n+tu -P-2- nes+co+n+tu -P-3- n,es+o+n+tu -P-4-

n,es+u+n+tu -P-5- n,es+u+tu -P-6- n,es+u+t

n, Ist

znajut: ((znoi+e)+n+tu) -C-1- ((znoj+e)+n+tu) -'-3-

(znij+e+n+tu) -C0-3- znoJ+e+n+tu -P-2-- znoj+o+n+tu

-P-4-' znoj+5+n+tu -P-5- znoj+a+tu -P-6- znoj+7+t

znajut

na'ala: (na+=+kin+1+o) -C-3- na+=+kin+l+o -P-1- na+=

+5in+l+o~P-3- na+=+o,in+l+o -P-4- na+=+C,on+l+o

P-5-' na+=+C,+l+o - nad,Il1 (Fem. Past)

nacnut: ((na+=+kin+e)+n+tu) -C-3- (na+=+kin+e+n+tu) -C-3-

na+=+kin+4+n+tu -P-1- na+=+Cin++n+tu -P-2- na+=

+in+o'+n+tu -P-3- na+=+g, in+o+n+tu -P-4- na+=

+c,in+u+n+tu -P-5- na+=+c,in+u+tu -P-6- na+=+",n+7+t

nac,nut

T. M. Lightner

Footnotes

1. For an explanation of the abbreviations used in our phonemic transcription, see
T. M. Lightner, Remarks on the morphophonemic component of Russian (henceforth
[RMCR]), Quarterly Progress Report No. 69, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
M.I.T., April 15, 1963, pp. 193-199.
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2. We require the presence of /i/ in the roots /kin/, /gim/, /gin/ not only to
account for the shift of k and g to c, and z, but also to account for the tens$ /i/ in
derived imprefectives such as nacinat' 'to begin,' otzimat' 'to wring out,' dozinat' 'to
finish reaping,' and for the nondiffuse grave /o/ in derived nominals such as konec
'end.'

3. For further examples see T. M. Lightner, On obrazovat, and pon, at, type verbs
in Russian, Quarterly Progress Report No. 67, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
M.I.T., October 15, 1962, pp. 177-180.

4. The rule stated here is actually more general because e -o also before 1 fol-
lowed by consonant. Thus, e.g., we shall derive volob from /gelb/, and we shall
account for the e/o alternation in Inf. molot' but 3 Sing. melet by deriving both forms

from the verb stem /mel/: Inf. (mel+ti), 3 Sing. ((mel + e)+tu). See Roman Jakobson,
Remarques sur l'volution phonologique du russe compar6e a celle des autres langues
slaves, III, Sec. 3, p. 21, Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague, II (1929).

5. This rule, of course, will be preceded by a rule that lowers {u,i} in "strong"
position. These two rules will account for such alternations as son (nom. sg.)/sna (gen.
sg.), krasen (masc. short)/krasna (fem. short), etc. See Section XVIII-E.

v v
E. NOTES ON THE VERBS citat' AND -cest'

Both verbs citat' and -cest' are formed from the root /kit/. The Imperfective

requires the verb suffix /6j/ and root vowel length: /kit+ oj/. The Perfective requires

no verb suffix and retention of the short vowel. The forms are thus as follows:

Imperfective Perfective

Inf: , itat, (kIt+ j+tT) c, st, (kft+tl)

Masc. Past: e,ital (kIt+5fj+1+os) c,1 (kft+1+os)

Fem. Past: c,itria (kit+oj+1+5) c,1a (kit+1+o)

3 Sg : c, ita jit ((k~t+oj+e)+tu) , t, st ((kit+e)+tu)

3 Pl: , itojut ((klt+oj+e)+n+tu) , tit ((kit+e')+n+tu)

Imper: , itaj ((kit+ J+e)+1+#) C, t, f ((kit+e)++#)

In addition to the rules already formulated in previous reports, we shall require

two more rules. One rule will lower "strong" {u,i}; the other rule will eliminate "weak"

{u,i}. These two rules will account for both the presence of root vowel in the Masc.
V/ V /

Past c, ol and the absence of root vowel in the Fem. Past c, la. The two rules are as

follows:

A: - in env: C O
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Thus the Masc. and Fem. Past will have the following derivations:

Masc: (kft+l+os) - kft+l+os ft+l+os - c,ft+1+os -

C,ft+1+us - c,ft+l+u -.A- c,e t+1+u -B- c,e't+ -

C, ot+1 o+ 1 9 31

Fem: (kit+l+o) - kit+l+o - -it+l+ 4-~ , ,it+l+o B-

, t+1+ -c,+1+O -c,l

It can be seen, however, that no modification of rule A will predict the retention
of root vowel in the Infinitive. I believe, therefore, that in addition to rule A one must
also posit

A ': - I
ui e

The Infinitive will now be derived in the following manner:

Inf: (kft+tI) - kft+t! Cft+tl - 6,ft+tj -"A'- 6,t+tj

- c,et+t, - c,es+t, - c,es,+t, c,es, t,

There is no difficulty in any of the Imperfective forms except for the rule that
lengthens the root vowel of /kit/ to /kit/. Although at present I can give no precise
formulation of this rule, I think that the lengthening of this vowel must be accounted for
by the same rule that lengthens {u,i} in derived Imperfectives like nazyvat' 'to call'
(from /zuv/, cf. Perfective nazvat') and dobirat' 'to gather' (from /bir/, cf. Perfective
dobrat'). T. M. Lightner

Footnotes

1. See Section XVIII-D, and T. M. Lightner, Remarks on the morphophonemic
component of Russian, Quarterly Progress Report No. 69, Research Laboratory of
Electronics, M.I.T., April 15, 1963, pp. 193-199.

F. THE SHIFT OF s TO x IN OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC VERB FORMS 1

It is well known that Indo-European s preceded by i, u, r, k shifted to x in Proto-
Slavic.2 In this report we mention a few OCS verb forms in x (s before front vowels)
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for which a synchronic analysis of OCS must posit phonemic s and thus reflect the his-

toric s -x sound shift.

1. The 2 Sing. Pres. Tense ending:

Phonetic

dasi

moli i

manii

glagoljesi

miluje i

Phonemic

(d d+sl)

((mol++I)+sl)

((min++I1)+s)

((golgol+3+e)+sl)

((mfl+ou+5+e)+sl)

English

you give

you beg

you think

you speak

you pity

etc.

2. Aorist:

1 Sg: molixs

P1: moliste

SP1: moli

1 Sg: glagolaxs

2 Pl: glagolaste

3 Pl: glagolaiq

etc.

((mol+I+s)+u)

((mol+!+s)+te)

((mol+!+s)+in)

((golgol+5+s)+u)

((golgol+5+s)+te)

((golgol+3+s)+in)

3. Imperfect:

1 Pl: moljaaxoms

2 Pl: moljaagete

3 Pl: moljaax2

etc.

((mol+t++s)+e+mu)

((mol++Z+s)+e+te)

((mol+I+Z5+s)+e+on)

In the Imperfect there are no telling forms with phonetic s (cf., however, 2 Sing.

Pres. dasi and 2 Pl. Aorist moliste), but the analysis with s rather than x must be

preferred because then the s will be common to both Past Tense forms. We find exter-

nal confirmation for the correctness of this solution in historically younger forms that

have -aeasta/-aeaste/-aeaste in the 2 Dual/3 Dual/2 Plural Imperfect. 3

The rule for the shift of s to x is as follows:
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s - x in env: [-obstruent] + [-obstruent]

This rule explains the retention of s in the 2 Sing. Pres. of athematic verbs

(/dd + sT/) but not in the 2 Sing. Pres. of thematic verbs (/ . .++s/or /... +e+ sT/), and

the retention of s in the 2 Dual, 3 Dual, 2 Plural Aorist (/...+ s +ta/ or /. . . + s +te/)

but not in the other Aorist forms (/. .. +s + u/, /. . .+s +in/, etc.). Furthermore, this

rule explains the otherwise inexplicable "reappearance" of s in the younger -aeasta,
V-aeaste (opposed to the older -aaseta, -aeasete).

We shall not dwell on the already well-known fact that the environment of this rule

must be expanded to include pre-s-velars because of (to mention but one example) Aorist
forms like raxT, rxste, rxe from the root /rek/.

T. M. Lightner

Footnotes

1. This report is extracted from a larger work on OCS morphophonemics presented
at Linguistics Seminars, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M.I.T., March 13, 1962
and July 15, 1962.

2. See, e.g., Roman Jakobson, Comparative Slavic phonology, Selected Writings
(Mouton and Company, 's-Gravenhage, 1962), p. 413.

3. See, e.g., H. G. Lunt, Old Church Slavonic Grammar (Mouton and Company,
's-Gravenhage, 1959), sec. 9.12, p. 86. According to G. Nandri2, Old Church Sla-
vonic Grammar (Athlone Press, London, 1959), p. 147, Sava's Book (Savvina kniga)
and the Ostromirovo Evangelie use the -easta/-aeaste forms exclusively, whereas the
Codex Zographensis and the Glagolita Clozianus use only the -aeseta/-aeasete forms.

G. ALTERNATION OF RULES IN CHILDREN'S GRAMMAR

1. Problem and Method

The process by which language is acquired has been postulated to be stimulus-

response-reinforcement associations1 or drive-cue response-reinforcement associa-

tions.2 Presumably, the environment creates the drive or need to imitate a model.

This drive at some stage in development is cued by particular utterances. These utter-

ances are imitated and the response is reinforced either by reiteration, some kind of

response from the model or internal gratification. The data (language production or
preception) are analyzed according to the particular theoretical point of view held. They
are also described simply in terms of traditional linguistic labels. Language is divided
into tact and mands. 1 Language is analyzed in terms of cue-response-reward situations.2

From the purely descriptive point of view the acquistion of phonemes by the infant and

young child 3 and the usage of differently structured sentences at various age levels
4

have been described.

Essentially the same conclusions are reached from research undertaken from the
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theoretical viewpoints mentioned above and studies using labelling procedures. As the

child matures the proportion of usage of more complex language increases. He proceeds

from the simple to the complex. At the level of meaningful utterances, the proporation

of usage of more complex sentences increases, and, therefore, sentence length increases.

Complexity is usually intuitively defined as more difficult and, in a circular fashion,

seems, in large part, to be dependent on an expanding lexicon and increasing sentence

length.

This study was undertaken to attempt to formalize the notion of increasing complex-

ity in grammar as children mature and in this way to examine further the hypothesis of

imitation in language acquistion. The model of grammar used in this study is a gener-

ative or transformational model. It is hypothesized that the perceiver or child has incor-

porated both the generative rules of the grammar and a heuristic component that samples

an input sentence and by a series of successive approximations determines which rules

were used to generate this sentence. 5-7 Instead of memorizing every sentence that he

has been exposed to and imitating these sentences, he uses a set of rules to generate

not only the sentences that he has heard, but also other possible examples.

The population in this study was comprised of 159 children, ranging in age from

2 years, 10 months to 7 years, 1 month. They were homogeneous in socio-economic

status and I. Q. Language was elicited and recorded in various stimulus situations:

1) responses to a projective test, 2) conversation with an adult, and 3) conversation

with peers. The last two situations took place both in controlled and free, that is, class-

room, environments. The language sample produced by each child was analyzed by

using the transformational model previously described. A grammar was written which

included all of the postulated rules used to generate the sentences in the total language

sample. 8

It was found that all of the basic structures used by adults to generate their sentences

which we have thus far been able to describe are in the grammar of children from 3 to

4 years of age. Three developmental trends were observed. The first was the very

rapid acquisition of some phrase-structure rules that were excluded by some children

under three. The second was that increasing numbers of the children used certain

transformations as an increasingly older population was observed. The third was the

use of alternate rules at all three levels of the grammar.9 That is, in terms of this

model of a grammar, the children generated their sentences from rules that produced

completely grammatical structures and simultaneously from rules that did not. These

latter rules have been termed rules restricted to a children's grammar. This report

deals with this last developmental trend.

Three facts should be kept in mind about the use of these restricted forms. Some

of these rules can be found in the grammar of some adults, although it seems unlikely

that they are in the grammar of the parents of these children, since all parents have
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occupations that fall within the upper 24 per cent of a middle class population. The sen-

tences produced from these rules were deviations from complete grammaticalness but

were not completely outside a set of possible sentences . For example, the child might

generate the sentence 'You can't put no more water in it.' from these rules but not the

nonsentence 'More water no put can't you in it.' or any such departures. Finally, these

restricted forms occur infrequently in the total language sample. However, I believe

that a close examination of the use of these rules does bring clarification and greater

formality to the notion of children using an increasingly complex grammar as they

mature.

2. Results

As was stated before, the use of alternate rules occurs at all three levels of the

grammar. At the phrase-structure level almost all of the children use verbs, nouns,

articles, prepositions, and particles correctly. At the same time, some of the children

omit these parts of speech or use them redundantly. Also, substitution of verbs, arti-

cles, and prepositions takes place. As examples, verbs are omitted in 'This green.',

verbs are substituted in 'I put them to the doctor's.', and verbs are used redundantly

in 'He'll might get in jail.'

At the transformational level, having optionally chosen a transformation, the children

sometimes do not observe all of the rules that are attendant on the use of this transfor-

mation. As an example, at the beginning of the age range when the verb phrase is being

expanded from just the main verb to be + present participle + verb and the contraction

transformation is applied, as it always is except in emphatic sentences, the children

sometimes omit the contracted form and produce 'I going.' Later on, when the verb

phrase is further expanded to have + perfect participe + be + present participle + verb

and the contraction transformation is applied, the same result occurs and 'I been

thinking about that.' is produced.

The most commonly used general transformation is conjunction, in which one sen-

tence is added to another sentence. Sometimes the children use the conjunction trans-

formation without using the rule that verb tense in the second sentence must agree with

verb tense in the first sentence. An example of this is 'They mixed colors and pour

buckets.'

At the morphology level of the grammar, again, omissions of rules, redundancies

in rules, and substitutions take place. These occur with verbs, nouns, adverbs, pro-

nouns, and possessive forms. As examples: noun endings are omitted in 'She has lots

of necklace.' and 'He's next to a few stone.' Noun stems are substituted in 'Those are

wolfs.' and 'We have childs in this school.', and noun endings are used redundantly in

'There's furnitures.' and 'Where are the peoples?'

Some quantitative statements can be made about the use of these restricted forms.
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In general, the use of alternate rules gradually declines from the beginning of the age

range to its end. There are significant differences found when one compares the per-

centages of children using these forms at the beginning of the age range and at its end.

However, this decline is not asymptotic in nature, but, rather, fluctuating throughout

the age range. Indeed, the specific structures that are formulated by alternate rules

and the particular alternate rules used by a sizable number of the children at any given

age period change as an increasingly mature population is observed.

When we divide the age range into 4-month periods and average the age periods in

which there is peak usage of restricted forms, that is, all types of omissions, redun-

dancies, and substitutions and all types of nonobservations of rules needed to produce

simple and general transformations, and we then average the peak percentages of chil-

dren using these forms, we see the following:

At the phrase-structure level the type of restricted form that peaks earliest and

highest is omission. Then comes substitution, and finally redundancy. At the trans-

formation level we see that nonuse of rules with simple transformations peaks earliest

and highest. The peak for nonuse of rules with general transformations occurs later,

when, in fact, more of the children are using some general transformations. At the

morphology level, again, omissions peak earliest, then substitutions, and later, redun-

dancies. At this level redundancies peak highest.

These trends can be seen in Figs. XVIII-1, XVIII-2, and XVIII-3. The real percen-

tages of children using these forms at the beginning of the age range (from 2 years,

10 months to 3 years, 2 months) and at its end (from 6 years, 10 months to 7 years,

1 month) are also given.

I believe that there are qualitative, as well as quantitative, statements that can be

made. The children's usage of grammar, and the word usage is stressed, did become

increasingly complex over the age range observed. This complexity is not related sim-

ply to increasing sentence length or proportion of usage of what has been termed com-

pound and complex sentences or, in the terms of this model of a grammar, general

transformations. These changes seem to be extensions of behavior without additional

rules in the grammar. Conjoining two sentences needs the same application of rules

as conjoining three or four. To delete and substitute as in relative clauses needs the

same application of rules whether we do it once in ten minutes or three times. This

increasing complexity also seems to be very dependent on the child's ability to proceed

from the application of the most general rule to the application of increasingly differ-

entiating rules to produce a particular syntactic structure. In accordance with the model

used, all instances of the use of a restricted form represent the use of an elementary

rule, without or with some of the additional steps required. That is, rules for addition,

deletion, permutation, and substitution were applied but without observation of ordering

in some instances and in other instances without using the combination of these
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elementaries required to produce the completed form of these structures.

Varying degrees of generalization take place in this process from greatest gener-

alization to increasing differentiation to complete differentiation and, I believe, new

organization. This process seems to reflect the hypothesized model, that is, the child

determining by a series of successive approximations the rules used to generate a sen-

tence. For example, omission would represent the application of the most general rule,

then substitution, and redundancy before complete differentiation. One aspect of this

new organization is differentiation between nonterminal and terminal rules, for example,

to formulate that the use of a modal, such as can, may or will, + verb is a terminal rule

and that two modals are mutually exclusive in the same context. We may say, 'He might

get into jail.' or 'He will get into jail.' but not 'He'll might get in jail.' Other examples

are to formulate that the question transformation is terminal and cannot be substituted

to produce new sentences (we say, 'What is that?' but not 'I know what is that.'), and

that certain endings of verbs and nouns are also terminal. We say pushed and people,

but not pushted and peopes.

Perhaps we can say that younger children's usage of grammar is simpler than older

children's or adults' usage of grammar because proportionally more of the younger

children use an incomplete set of rules to produce some syntactic structures and because

increasing levels of differentiation in the use of rules are found, going toward complete

differentiation, as older children are observed. The word usage is again stressed

because, although in some instances a child applies the elementary rule or an incom-

plete set in the formulation of a syntactic structure, in other instances he applies the

complete set of ordered rules to the formulation of this same structure. He seems to

display competence although this is not always realized in performance.

We now come to the question of what these data mean in terms of an hypothesis of

motivated imitation in language acquisition. The limitations of the nervous system for

memorizing all instances of sentences heard and storing them for later use seem to obvi-

ously negate the hypothesis of language acquisition as primarily an imitative function.

However, there are some theorists who divide language learning into a twofold process:

Early learning is the establishment of stimulus response associations with responses

learned by imitation, and later learning (the first meaningful utterances) is accomplished

by cognitive processes. From this point of view one would predict that the sounds and

words produced first would represent complete mastery of articulation, but this is not

the case. Children produce sentences long before articulation has been mastered. Finally,

if language acquisition is an imitative function, then children should be producing,

first, sentences with omissions because of the limitations of memory, and then complete

sentences. One might assume that the other types of restricted forms produced by chil-

dren are a result of imitation of peers. In that case one would expect a very random

production of these restricted forms. The results of this study seem to indicate that the
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process is neither random nor one of remembering to put in more of the missing parts
of sentences as the child matures. Rather, the restricted forms produced beyond
omission, such as substitution and redundancy, reflect the child's improved ability to
generate particular structures from increasingly more differentiated sets of rules as
he matures.

Paula Menyuk
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